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This document and all related files are “Sensitive but Unclassified” (SBU) and must always be kept under the personal observation of an authorized IRS employee or locked in a container.
Keep all whistleblower information in a separate double-sealed envelope. Do not include any whistleblower information or reference to the existence of a whistleblower in the examination/investigation case file.
Note that a narrative is required for all “yes” answers. Enter the narrative in the fields provided, which expand to fit what is entered.
Please refer to the Form 11369 instructions and IRC section 7623, Treas. Regs. 301.7623 and IRM 25.2.
8. Are there other taxpayers relevant to this claim? When “Yes” is checked, list the relevant taxpayers in the area that will appear. Clicking on the “+” will add a line and clicking on the “X” will remove that line. 
Taxpayer 
Name
Claim Number 
(if applicable)
Taxpayer Identification Number
Year(s) 
Addressed
Form 11369 submitted
Yes
Form 11369 submitted? Yes
No
Form 11369 submitted? No
10. Examined/Investigated Claims (check on one of the options below to get the required questions)
Examination  (to be completed by SBSE, LB&I and TEGE examiners.) Check "No" if not applicable. Complete the narrative field that will appear directly beneath each question answered “Yes” 
Yes
No
A. Before you received the whistleblower information, had the taxpayer already been identified as a possible subject of an audit or investigation but not yet selected for audit or investigation
B. If an audit or investigation of the taxpayer was planned but not yet started when you received the whistleblower information, was the issue(s) identified by the whistleblower within the planned scope of the audit or investigation? If "Yes," provide documents reflecting the audit plan prior to receipt of the whistleblower information
C. Was the taxpayer already under audit or investigation when you received the whistleblower information? If "Yes," provide the date the audit or investigation began in the narrative
D. Did the identification, audit and/or investigation of the issues identified in the whistleblower information begin before you received the whistleblower information? If "Yes," attach all documentation, such as audit plans, activity records, IDRs, classification sheets, etc. that establishes the first date that the issue was identified and/or examined
E. Were any issues not specifically identified by the whistleblower added to the scope of the audit or investigation after you received the whistleblower information? If "Yes," identify the issues and explain the reasons for adding the issue(s) and attach any documents that reflect the addition
F. Have you attached the complete Revenue Agent’s Report (RAR), including all supporting schedules? If “Yes,” identify in the narrative all RAR adjustments that are related to the whistleblower information and include and/or attach an explanation of those adjustments. If “No,” explain in the narrative why no RAR is included
G. Is the taxpayer a pass-through entity with adjustments? If "Yes," attach Form 886-S, 886-X, 886-W, or 886-Z
H. Will any adjustments for one year result in offsetting adjustments for another year? If "Yes," explain the impact on the taxpayer’s liability and if the adjustments are related to the whistleblower information
I.  Will adjustments for this taxpayer affect the liability of another taxpayer? If "Yes," explain the impact on the other taxpayer’s liability and the connection between the affected taxpayers
J. Did the whistleblower information result in opening prior or subsequent years where there were no whistleblower issues
K. Are additional years related to the whistleblower information currently open that are not included in this Form 11369? If "Yes," include an explanation of the tax years, status, and why those years are being closed separately
L. Were any referrals related to the whistleblower information made to specialists or other business units such as Fraud Coordinators, Employment Tax, Estate & Gift, Criminal Investigation, Collection, etc.? If "Yes," explain and attach referral document(s)
M. Is the case unagreed? If "Yes," identify the unagreed issues
If the case is unagreed, indicate where it will be sent to
    
Criminal Investigation  (to be completed by Criminal Investigation.) Check "No" if not applicable. Complete the narrative field that will appear directly beneath each question answered “Yes”
Yes
No
A. Before you received the whistleblower information, had the taxpayer already been identified as a possible subject of an investigation but not yet selected for investigation
B. If an investigation of the taxpayer was planned but not yet started when you received the whistleblower information, was the issue(s) identified by the whistleblower within the planned scope of the investigation
C. Was the taxpayer already under investigation when you received the whistleblower information
D. Did the identification or investigation of the whistleblower issue(s) begin before you received the whistleblower information? If “Yes,” attach documentation, such as investigation plans, activity records, etc. to establish the first date that the issue was identified and/or investigated
E. Were any issues not specifically identified by the whistleblower added to the scope of the investigation after you received the whistleblower information? If “Yes,” explain the reasons for adding the issue(s)
F. Attach all that apply:
1. Special Agent’s Report (SAR) (administrative investigations only)
2. Indictment/Information documents
3. Plea agreements
4. Judgment documents (or Judgment and Commitment (J&C) documents)
5. Court-ordered restitution documents and Form 14104, Notification of Court Ordered Criminal Restitution Payable to IRS
6. Form 13308, Criminal Investigation Closing Report
7. Revenue Agent’s Report (RAR) - Form 4549, etc.
8. Analyses of amounts paid/collected
G. Did the whistleblower information result in opening prior or subsequent years on issues unrelated to the issues identified in the whistleblower information
H. Are there additional years currently open that are not included in this Form 11369? If “Yes,” include an explanation of the tax years, status, and why those years are being closed separately
I.  Were any referrals related to the whistleblower information made to other business units such as Compliance, Collection, etc.? If “Yes,” explain and attach referral document(s)
    
Collection  (to be completed by personnel involved with collection actions.) Check "No" if not applicable. Complete the narrative field that will appear directly beneath each question answered “Yes”
Yes
No
A. Before you received the whistleblower information, had the taxpayer already been identified as a possible subject of an investigation but not yet selected for investigation (examples would be delinquent returns or cases in status 21, 22, 24, 56 or 58)
B. Was the taxpayer already under investigation and/or in collection status (for example, status 22 or 26) when you received the whistleblower information
C. Did the identification or investigation of the whistleblower issue(s) begin before you received the whistleblower information? If “Yes,” attach documentation, such as Integrated Collection System (ICS) history transcripts, to establish the first date that the issue was identified and/or investigated
D. Attach copies of the ICS, AMS/ACS and/or AIS histories, if applicable. If there is no history, check “No”. Caution: be careful not to document any whistleblower information in the history
E. Provide a record of account, such as prints from CC TXMOD, IMFOLT or BMFOLT, to identify each tax module where any monies secured were applied and highlight the amounts collected/applied
F. Are there additional years currently open that are not included in this Form 11369? If “Yes,” include an explanation of the tax years, status, and why those years are being closed separately
G. Were any referrals related to the whistleblower information made and/or any ongoing parallel investigations with other business units such as CI, etc.? If “Yes,” explain and attach referral document(s) or copy of ICS transcript
    
11. Whistleblower’s contributions  (to be completed for all claims except surveyed or declined claims.) Check "No" if not applicable. Complete the narrative field that will appear directly beneath each question answered “Yes”
Yes
No
A. If the whistleblower had knowledge of the tax noncompliance and delayed reporting it to the IRS, did that delay affect the ability of the IRS to act on the information provided
B. Did the whistleblower identify specific area(s) of non-compliance or potential issues
C. Did the information provided by the whistleblower lead to modifications in the audit or investigation plan, such as expanding the scope of the audit or investigation
D. Did the whistleblower identify issue(s) not common to this type of taxpayer
E. Did the whistleblower identify issue(s) not previously known or well understood by the Service
F. Did the Service use the information provided by the whistleblower to develop specific Information Document Requests (IDR), leads, or other inquiries
G. Did the Service use the information provided by the whistleblower to validate the completeness and accuracy of the response(s) to IDRs or other inquiries
H. Did the whistleblower provide information that would not have been obtained through general audit or investigative techniques
I.  Was the whistleblower debriefed? If “Yes,” attach copy of all debriefing notes and recorded interviews
J. Did the whistleblower provide assistance during the audit or investigation
K. Did the whistleblower identify connections between transactions, or parties to transactions, that enabled the Service to better understand the tax implications
L. Did the whistleblower provide relevant technical or legal analysis that saved the IRS work and resources
M. Did the whistleblower identify sources that provided information that was relevant or helpful in identifying the taxpayer’s liability or assets that would not have been identified through other sources of information or through general investigative techniques
N. Did the whistleblower identify assets that could be used to pay the taxpayer’s liability that would not have been identified through other sources or general investigative techniques
O. Did the whistleblower assist in obtaining the cooperation of others who provided information relevant to the taxpayer’s liability or assets that would not have been identified through other sources of information
P. Did the information provided have an impact on the behavior of the taxpayer (such as a change in subsequent year return positions)? Check “No” if unknown
Q. Did the whistleblower testify in a criminal and/or civil proceeding against the taxpayer
R. Did the whistleblower help identify other parties involved in the same or similar transactions by providing specific identifying information or by identifying a source for that information (such as a promoter or a transaction participant who had knowledge of others)
S. Did the whistleblower provide additional information not covered above
T. Did the whistleblower participate in or contribute to the actions, transactions or events (underlying acts) that led to the underpayment of tax or violation of internal revenue laws
U. Did the whistleblower directly or indirectly profit from the underpayment of tax or tax noncompliance identified
V. Did some or all of the information provided by the whistleblower come from any of the following public sources: a judicial or administrative hearing; a government report, hearing, audit or investigation; or the news media
W. Did the whistleblower withhold documents or other available information that could have contributed to the examination, investigation, or other action
X. Did the whistleblower delay informing the IRS after learning the relevant facts, particularly if the delay adversely affected the IRS’s ability to pursue an action or issue
Y. Did the whistleblower (or the whistleblower’s legal representative, if any) negatively affect the IRS’s ability to pursue the action(s), for example by disclosing the existence or scope of an enforcement activity
Z. Did the whistleblower provide false or misleading information or otherwise violate the penalty of perjury requirements of section 7623(b)(6)(C) or §301.7623-1(c)(3)
AA. Did the whistleblower (or the whistleblower’s legal representative, if any) violate instructions provided by the IRS, particularly if the violation caused the IRS to expend additional resources
BB. Did the whistleblower (or the whistleblower’s legal representative, if any) violate the terms of a contract entered into with the IRS pursuant to §301.6103(n)-2
To be completed for all claims not examined/investigated.
Yes
No
12. Was this claim surveyed or declined (enter a narrative explaining the reason(s) for the survey, including explanations of all items checked "Yes" in the narrative field that will appear directly beneath each question answered)
A. Did the whistleblower information result in opening any other investigation with respect to the taxpayer(s) identified on this Form 11369 or any other taxpayers where an issue unrelated to the whistleblower issue(s) was discovered
B. Criminal Investigation only: Was the claim declined due to a lack of criminal potential
    
Yes
No
13. Was the claim transferred or reassigned
A. Are you transferring or reassigning the examination/investigation of this claim within your operating division or to another operating division or unit?
Yes
No
D. Was the examination/investigation case file forwarded with the whistleblower claim file when it was transferred to the office identified above? If “Yes,” skip to line 14
14. Signatures (electronic signatures are acceptable)
What is the Form 11369 package?
It’s the tool used to inform the Whistleblower Office of a whistleblower’s contributions, if any, to the examination, investigation or other action. The information provided in the package is essential for the determination of an award. It is also used to inform the Whistleblower Office of the reasons for a decision not to examine, investigate or take other actions based on the information provided by the whistleblower.
Award determinations may be reviewed by the whistleblower, the whistleblower’s representative and the Tax Court so it’s very important that the Form 11369 package accurately and thoroughly reflect the relevant facts.
The Form 11369 package consists of:
1. Form 11369, Confidential Evaluation Report on Claim for Award, including the mandatory narrative explanations in the embedded fields,
2. Required attachments as noted in the Form 11369, and
3. The original whistleblower claim file (IRM 25.2.2.5(5)), including the Form 211, Application for Award for Original Information.
See IRM 25.2.2.6 for additional information on the Form 11369 package.
When to submit the Form 11369 package
If Whistleblower Information is:
Then Submit the Form 11369 Package:
Transferred or reassigned 
As soon as a decision is made. Note: This does not apply to transfers from support functions such as PSP or Technical Services.
Either used or not used during the course of an examination, investigation or other action, including a survey.
When closing the examination or investigation.
How to complete the Form 11369 package
The Form 11369, including the embedded mandatory narratives and required attachments, should explain how the whistleblower’s information was used, how it did or did not contribute to the identification and/or development of issue(s) and any other information that may help make an award determination.
The form also serves as a checksheet to help employees submit complete claim packages to the Whistleblower Office. Read each item on Form 11369 and answer as appropriate. Line items will indicate when additional attachments are required. Address all questions checked with a “Yes” response in the narrative fields provided in the form. If a question does not apply, respond by checking “No.”
If the Taxpayer Identification Number entered is a Social Security Number, only enter the last four digits.
The narrative fields are expanding and limitless. Note that users may compose the explanations in Word and copy them into the narrative fields in order to take advantage of Word’s spell and grammar check features. 
Line 8 - Other relevant taxpayers
Except as noted below, a Form 11369  is required for each taxpayer/person subject to an examination, investigation, or other action to which the information provided by the whistleblower may be relevant. For example, this requirement may arise when:
1. The whistleblower submits a single claim that identifies more than one person;
2. The whistleblower submits multiple claims that identify one or more persons; or
3. Whistleblower information is considered in a civil, criminal, or judicial proceeding involving a person other than the person(s) identified in the claim(s).
For jointly filed returns, one joint form should be completed.
For one claim submission involving multiple e-trak claim numbers, one Form 11369 will suffice if all claims are being disposed of in the same manner at the same time. For example, if all claims in a submission are surveyed only one Form 11369 is required.
For a pass-through entity (also referred to as a flow-through entity) examination or investigation addressing entity-level issues, one Form 11369 is generally sufficient. However, a separate Form 11369 is required when there is an examination or investigation of person(s) with an interest in the pass-through entity for issues outside of the entity issues addressed in the pass-through examination or investigation.
How to complete the mandatory narrative
The narrative is mandatory and all items checked with a “Yes” response on Form 11369 require comment in the narrative fields provided. The narrative should explain the issues identified by the whistleblower and the whistleblower’s contributions to the examination, investigation or other action. This information is essential in the determination of the whistleblower’s eligibility for an award and the amount of any award that may be payable.
The narrative should fully document the actions taken in regard to the issues and provide facts regarding the issues and the extent the whistleblower information was used to identify and develop issues, facts or evidence. Provide dates that significant actions were initiated.
The narrative should be the product of the form preparer whenever possible and should not contain attorney-client privileged information or attorney work product such as excerpts or notes from documents prepared by Counsel. However, the Form 11369 package should include copies of any relevant advice provided Counsel as supporting documentation. 
Opinions and speculation are rarely relevant to an award determination and should not be included in the Form 11369 narrative. For example, it’s appropriate to note that standard audit techniques were used to develop an issue identified by a whistleblower and to describe those techniques. It is generally not appropriate to include speculation that the issue would have been developed in the normal course of an audit, had the whistleblower information not been provided—unless there is evidence that the issue had been identified in an audit plan or risk assessment before receiving the whistleblower information.
Opinions and speculation regarding the whistleblower’s motivation for providing information to the IRS are not relevant to an award determination and should never be included in the Form 11369 narrative.
If some of the information provided by the whistleblower proves to be incorrect, and the incorrect information had a material impact on IRS action (e.g., pursuit of an issue based on incorrect whistleblower information affects the IRS ability to pursue other issues), the relevant facts should be reported—not speculation on why the whistleblower may have been motivated to provide incorrect information.
When a claim is surveyed, a determination has been made that the claim will not be investigated or examined. For surveyed claims, explain the reasons for the survey. For surveyed claims involving multiple taxpayers, one Form 11369 with the narrative explaining why the claim was surveyed will suffice. 
In the signature section click on the "Click to confirm all required fields have been completed" button to check the form to make sure all the required narratives have been filled out. You must repeat this process until you no longer get an error message to ensure all required fields are completed.
If attaching documents to the Form 11369, you must attach them prior to signing electronically. You may also send them separately without attaching them to the form.
ICE indicators
All tax years relevant to a whistleblower claim submission should be controlled on AIMS with an ICE indicator. The ICE indicator for a tax year can be found on the first page of the AMDISA.
An ICE indicator value of "1" is placed on relevant tax years to prevent closure of the case to Status Code 80 or above until the Whistleblower Office has received the Form 11369 package.
Once the Whistleblower Office has received and reviewed the complete Form 11369 package, the ICE indicator will be updated as follows:
•  Agreed/fully resolved cases: Whistleblower Office will change the ICE indicator to “2,” which will allow closure of the case to status 90.
•  Unagreed cases: Whistleblower Office will change the indicator to “3,” which will allow the case to be updated to Status Code 80 and above, but will prevent it from being closed to Status Code 90. When the case is resolved, the Whistleblower Office will change the ICE indicator from “3” to “2,” which will allow closure of the case to status 90.
Where to send the Form 11369 package
The Whistleblower Office will accept the Form 11369 and attachments electronically. However, you must return the physical whistleblower claim file (See IRM 25.2.2.5(5)) to the Whistleblower Office, including the Form 211, Application for Award for Original Information, and any additional documents submitted during the examination or investigation.
If the claim was initially forwarded to you and/or your operating division’s subject matter expert (SME) by an analyst in the Whistleblower Office’s Case Development and Oversight unit (CDO), then the Form 11369 package should be returned to the CDO analyst unless otherwise directed by your SME. Contact your SME and/or CDO analyst to determine how and where to transmit the file.
If the claim was initially forwarded to you and/or your SME by the Whistleblower Office’s ICE Team in Ogden, then the Form 11369 package should be returned to the ICE Team unless otherwise directed by your SME. Use e-fax, 855-244-3575, to submit the Form 11369 and attachments electronically to the ICE Team and ship the physical whistleblower claim file (See IRM 25.2.2.5(5)), including the Form 211, Application for Award for Original Information, and any additional documents submitted during the examination or investigation to:
Internal Revenue ServiceWhistleblower Office/ICE Team1973 N. Rulon White Blvd., M/S 4111Ogden, UT 84404
If you are uncertain who the assigned analyst is, contact the ICE Team at 801-620-2170.
References
Please refer to IRM 25.2, Internal Revenue Code section 7623 and Treasury Regulations section 301.7623-1 through -4. Additional information is available on the Whistleblower Office intranet site and/or your operating division’s site on IRWeb, if applicable.
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Row 1. Claim Number (if applicable)
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Row 1. Form 11369 submitted? Yes
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